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Psalm 102

- aw wxt
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1. A prayer of he poor when he is enwrapped [with affliction], and before
Adoniye he pours out his thoughts [prayers].

:`Fa« z̈ Li¬¤l »¥̀ izr̈
À¦ e§W© e§ i®¦z¨Nt¦ z§ d´¨
rn§ W¦ 'c a
2. Adoniye, hear my prayer, and let my cry come to You.

:i¦p«p¥r£ x¬¥
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3. Hide not Your face from me, in the day of my distress, incline Your ear to me;
in the day when I call answer me speedily.

:Ex«g̈p¦ cwF»
¬¥ nM§ izFn
©À v©
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4. For my days are consumed as smoke, and my bones are dried up as a hearth.

:in«¦ g©
§ l l¬k £̀ n«¥ iY¦ g§ k©À ẄÎi«M¦ i®¦A¦l W´©aI¦ e© aU¥
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5. Smitten like grass and withered is my heart, for I have forgotten to eat my
bread.

:i«x¦ Üa¦§ l inÀ¦ v©
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6. From the sound of my sighing my bone clung to my flesh.
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7. I am like a pelican of the wilderness, I have become like an owl of the
wasteland.

:b«B̈Îl©r c¬¥cF»A xFRÀ v¦ M§ d®¤id«
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8. I meditated and realized that I am like a bird that is alone on the roof.
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9. All day my enemies taunt me; those who mock me, swear by me.
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10. For I have eaten ashes like bread, and mixed my drink with tears.
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11. Because of Your indignation and Your wrath, for You have lifted me up and
then You cast me down.
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12. My days are like a lengthened shadow, and I, like grass, wither away.

:xcë« xć§l LÀ x§ k¦
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13. But You, Adoniye, will be enthroned forever, and Your memorial is for all
generations.
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14. You will arise and have compassion on Zion, for it is time to be gracious to
her, for the appointed time has come.

:Ep«¥g§i D¬ẍẗ»r£Îz ¤̀ e«§ d̈i®¤pä£̀Îz ¤̀ Licä£
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15. For Your servants take pleasure in her stones and bestow their favor on her
dust.
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16. And nations will fear the Name of Adoniye and all the kings of the earth, Your
glory.
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17. When Adoniye has built up Zion, He will have appeared in His glory.
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18. He has turned to the prayer of the lonely one and has not despised their
prayer.
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19. This will be written for the generation to come, and a newly created people
will praise God.
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20. For He observed from the height of His Sanctuary, Adoniye from heaven,
looked down to the earth.

:d«z̈Enz§ í¥pA§ g© Y©
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21. To hear the anguished cry of the prisoner, to liberate those who are doomed
to die.

:m«¨lẄExiA¦ Fz¨
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22. To recount in Zion the Name of Adoniye, and His praise in Jerusalem.
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23. When peoples gather together and kingdoms, to serve Adoniye.

:i«n̈ï x¬©Sw¦ [i À¦ M] e ¦À M K¤x¬¤C©a dP̈r¦ ck
24. He weakened my strength in the way, He shortened my days.
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25. I say [to God], “My Almighty do not remove me in the midst of my days,
throughout all generations do Your years endure.

:m¦in̈« Ẅ Li´¤cï dU£
¥ rn«© E« Ÿc®©
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26. In the beginning You laid the foundations of the earth, and the work of Your
hands are the heavens.

:Et«l£g«i©e«§ m´¥ti¦lg£ Y«© WEa§NM© E®la¦
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27. They will perish but You will endure; all of them will wear out like a garment;
as a garment You will change them and they shall vanish.

:EO«Ÿi¦ `´l LizFp
¤À § E `E®dÎdŸ`© e§ gk
28. But You are the same, and Your years will not end.

:oFM¦« i Li¬¤pẗ» §l mrÀ̈ x©
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29. Your servant’s children will be securely settled, and their seed will be
established before You.
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